Arval's mission is to enhance the diverse needs of the skin, preserving its beauty through the research and development of high-quality, effective, and certified cosmetic products from its laboratories. Arval combines Swiss scientific rigor with Italian ingenuity.

The company was founded by Dr. Vitali, a Dermatologist by profession with extensive medical knowledge. With an open mind towards the emerging perspectives of science, Dr. Vitali established Arval in 1955 with the aim of commercializing products developed by prestigious laboratories.

Arval is committed to delivering carefully selected ingredients to the skin in their optimal formulated state. Its goal is not merely to cover skin imperfections but to treat them deeply.

Our products

Arval offers a wide range of products that are primarily dividing into skincare, sun care, and make-up.

The skincare line is divided into two main categories: Dermo Specialist, which includes cosmetic lines formulated to address specific skin imperfections and conditions, and Skin Corrector, which offers cosmetic lines targeting global imperfections associated with lifestyle and the aging process.

Arval's sun care products are classified in two main lines: Half Times, dedicated to achieving a beautiful and safe tan, and Ilsole, providing sun protection.

Finally, the makeup collection is designed to meet the diverse needs of the skin at every stage of life, drawing inspiration from the skincare treatment lines.